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EQUIPMENT REVIEWS 

· T. GARFIELD: UNIVERSITY UF LEICESTER. 

VISUAL AIDS AND ART HATERIALS - The Visual Aids Centre, Matthews 
Drew and ShAlbourne Limitecr;-78 High Holborn, ·London vJ.C.l. 

This 104 page, large format catalogue gives a very comprehensive 
S':unmary of the various art and display aids available on the market 
today. There are sections on display boards, various types of colour, 
transparent and shading films, felt pens, lettering aids, art 
accessories and technical drawing aids. 

Qisplay Boards. Of particular interest is the "Eclipse Hagnetic 
Strip". The Strip, 5/16" wide and 11/64" thick, has magnetic 
properties and provides an excellent method for displaying maps on 
a metal surface. The Strip comes in a 12' dispenser and is easily 
cut with a knife. This section includes a variety of methods for 
display purposes with special reference to notice and indicator boards. 

Lettering Aids. 'Project-A-Type' is coloured, transparent dry transfer 
lettering that can .be used with the overhead projector. It can also 
be used on maps and graphs without obscuring the detail beneath. 
"Alphaform" is a plastic foam self-adhesive letter 3/1611 thick, 
available in three bright colours; 'PSA' (Pressure Sensitive 
Adhesive letters) in five colours are, cut from plastic sheet suitable 
for indoor or outdoor use; both of these series are available in nine 
sizes nnd three styles. They appear .to be ideal for bold display 
p1rposes. The "Econasign" is a brush stencil method which has been 
on the market for many y~ars now. This system does produce neat 
professional lettering in a variety of styles. It is particularly 
good fer bold lettering and for very large lettering. Success of 
course depends on competent use but is a very economical method comp':l.l'ed 
with the self-adhesive varieties. 

Art Accessories. Here are eight kinds of art board, seven mounting 
boards and sixteen types of cartridge and coloured papers. Colour 
Aid P'lper is obtainable in 220 co-ordinated colours; for easy 
selection and ordering a 3" x 5" s\.,ratch book of all the colours costs 
35/-. Brushes, a variety of colours and fixatives, etc. complete this 
section. 



Technical Draw~ng Aids. This section includes ranges of drawing 
instruments, templates, scales and sectional papers. Amongst the 
miscellaneous items is Frisket Paper for self-adhesive masking jobs, 
and Bnopake. Snopake is excellent !'or painting over errors or changes 
in drawings on cartridge paper. It dries instantly, will not chip 
n.nd forms a good surface for re-drawing. The "Colorfix11 new Automatic 
Tacker appears to be a very ingenious tool for fixing displays. It 
fixes fine pronged tacks automatically upon pressing. These tacks 
can be withdrawn again by the tool and they are stored in the tool 
handle ready for use. The "Colorfix" Tacker is 49/6 and 80 refill 
tacks cost 7/- per box. 

All in all this is a most interesting and useful catalogue. 

*************** 

11LIBREX" LIBRARY AND DISPLAY EQUIH·iENT. Librex Educational Company 
Limited, Aspley Works, Peveril Street, Nottingham. 

A comprehensive section on index cards, systems and cabinets includes 
details of date n.nd numbering stamps ( in our map library we use an 
D.utomutic numbel'ing mn.chine for numbering map set copies), and an 
electric stylus for naming or mn.rking books on the spine ( a very 
useful instrument where items are-difficult to mark due to the type 
of surface and curvature). Different types of shelf labelling and 
holders are found in "Shelf Equipment." "Book Protection" lists a 
variety of Polythene covers and clarifoil films, a simple binding 
machine, self-adhesive P.V.C. !ilm, and magazine covers 1Nith clear 
rigid front and hard back; the rru1ge of tapes includes a useful 
waterproof adhesive mending tape up to 3" wide and a double-sided 
cloth adhesive tape. Display stands of all types and magazine racks 
can be found in the "Display Equipment" sections_, 

This is a catalogue primarily for libraries and will be of interest 
to departmental libraries and map rooms, but many items, especially 
in the Display Section, will appeal to other spheres in the department. 
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"Graforel" Display Lettering - London Industrial Art Limited, 
51 Lisson Grove, London N.W. 1. 

- - - - - - - - 0 0 0 - - - - -

"Graforel" Display Letters are, as the name imp~.ies, for display and 
exhibition purposes, nameplates, signs and show cards, etc. They are 
well designed and attractive letters neatly cut out of cork, making all 
letters "in relief" - n.Ya~lable in 21 different type faces in Script, 
Sans Serif, Roman, Italic and Egyptian; sizes range from 5mm to .100mm. 
These self-adhesive letters are made out of plain cork and can be 
coloured as required after application. The "Graforel" letters can be 
supplied with several dif:.:.'erent finishes; fluorescent red, gold and 
silver (in 11Mylar" fluted nnd gleam) and "Fablon" white. "Pintype", 
"Monop" and "Alphaplex" are moulded letters in polystyrene, ideal for 
permanent displays both internal and external. "Pintype" has fixing 
pins cast into the back of ·each letter and can thus be easily moved 
about - the other two types are supplied with separate adhesives 
according to the ba.Jkground surface in use. "Instant" letters are 
self-adhering letters in an ordinary weight plastic material, 
available in black and white in six sizes, type Baal, and five sizes, 
type Opta. 

A useful spacing guide is given for each type of letter showing the 
average number of characters per 12". Charts for all types and sizes 
are available price 2/- each showing letters in full size. These are 
good quality products with definite uses for attractive and effective 
display work. 
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Photographic Notes 

For departments with offset machines there is an interesting 
self-contained Platema~er on the r~rket now - made by Gestetner. 
Metal plc.tes can be made q'!ickly and easily from line or tone 
work and the Platemaker is quite small and can be moved from one 
room to another with ease. No darkroom is needed - it can be used 
in any place with a power supply. Pre-budget price was £295, very 
reasonable. \fuy not arrange a demcnstration? 

Full details from: Gestetner Duplicators Ltd., 
P.O. Box 23, Gestetner House, 
210 Euston Road, 

LONDON,N.W.1 

Has your photo-section tried the new clear film, projection or 
contact speed for line or tone \,rork? Host firms can supply their 
own version - but at Leicester we use Revoprint (French). Can be 
used in two-bath processors llfoprint, Ektomatic, Rapidoprint etc. 
for instant slides, plates or ~ransparencies for overhead projectors. 
Many uses can be found and in spite of costing about 2/6d for a 
1011 x 811 sheet is very economical. 

R.G.Richards - Photo-unit - Leicester 


